JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
JEA 1X45
[u-bit #68000002]
680-21-3
07:01:55 1) a) “New Ski Gadget - Mechanized Mountain Boots!”
(S) Newsreels:
-07:03:02
- views of man demonstrating skiing with motor on his back
Telenews Wk. Vol. 7
connected to skis - man putting on skis and woman helping him
#14 (S-11)
to put motor on his back, woman pulling cord to start motor,
man taking off on snow, man passing woman hard at work walking
up hill on skis (1953)
07:03:06
-07:04:36

b) “New York - Sun Glasses For Newest Look”
(S) Newsreels:
- views of women and girl modeling sunglasses on roof of
Telenews D. Vol. 5
skyscraper with one woman wearing glasses with small umbrellas
[also on 1X07
attached, another wearing pair with flowers and bird attached,
07:03:29-07:04:57]
another model wearing mesh on her head covering glasses,
model putting fan over her face with sunglasses attached, model
taking off sun jacket and sun bathing while sitting on towel
(1952)

07:04:40
-07:06:53

c) views of food and women in grocery store modeling funny,
(N) Fashion: Hats
weird hats decorated with fruit, meat, and candy, famous man?
1950s
entering store with policemen and African-American man amongst
[no sound]
crowd, crowd of women waving, man inside store behind grocery
cart being interviewed by NBC reporter [Telenews]

07:06:55 2) “New York - Broadway Visits The Army”
(N) Newsreels:
-07:08:22 - man directing three women dancing on small raised platforms
Telenews Wk. Vol.
with woman in room riding unicycle, CS two men wearing ties
3 #19
talking at desk, views of clown (Stuby Kaye?) eating sandwich
[no sound]
and laughing, women twins talking to two men wearing ties, bus
stopping at entrance gate of Camp Kilmer, three piece women’s band
playing and women twins dancing in hospital ward for wounded soldiers
in beds, soldiers applauding, woman on unicycle playing accordion,
soldiers applauding, views of three women dancing on small raised
platform, CSs soldiers applauding including African-American man,
two men tossing woman acrobat (1949)
07:08:24 3) “Korea - Mickey Rooney Acts For G. I.’s”
(N) Newsreels:
-07:09:17 - show on stage with sign: “Bulldozer Bowl”, soldiers applauding,
Telenews D. Vol.
views of woman on stage dancing including view of dancer on stage
5 #207 (S-12)
with large crowd of soldiers sitting on ground in background, CS
[no sound]
soldier in crowd, Mickey Rooney hugging woman and both talking
into microphone, CS soldiers laughing, Rooney and then another man
at microphone, soldiers laughing, Rooney dressed as clown talking
into microphone, CS soldiers laughing (1951)
1X45 -2-

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
680-24-5
07:09:39 1) views of large waterfall (probably Niagara), people at scenic
-07:10:50 overlook, MLSs excursion boat

(N) Scenic: Waterfall

07:10:54 2) CS water falling over top of falls, PAN down from top of waterfall
-07:11:13 to small silhouette of people watching large mass of water falling
just in front of them

(N) Scenic: Waterfall

07:11:17 3) views of woman sitting in front of three way mirror trying on
-07:12:05 several hats brought to her by another woman (1920s)
<some rolling frame lines>

(S) Fashion: Hats

07:12:11 4) views of crowd watching couple getting married in diving suits
-07:13:02 in swimming pool, views under water of man and woman and
preacher conducting marriage ceremony with fishes, man putting
ring on woman’s finger (1930s?)

(S) Gags: Wedding

07:13:06 5) wedding party riding to rural church on tall unicycles, groom
-07:13:32 walking into church

(S) Gags: Wedding

680-4-1
07:13:56 1) many short CS clips of actors and animals from silent films (S) Close-Ups: NR-1
man in uniform drinking from cup, woman smiling, man twirling
his mustache, man in military uniform wearing elaborate hat, man
wearing hat, man yelling with river in background, man with
toothpick in his mouth, man speaking on telephone, angry man
wearing business suit, man smoking cigar, man in tuxedo,
policeman, scared African-American waiter with big eyes, ostrich,
man looking around, boy in tree with binoculars, caveman with
staff sitting on stone, man outdoors with cigarette in holder holding
telephone? book and then dropping it, shocked man, man in tuxedo,
man by curtain with finger to his mouth, man holding object, man by
curtain pointing his fingers, man looking out from behind curtain,
man looking through door, man turning his head, man wearing hat
outdoors, worried man wearing tuxedo, surprised man talking with
sheriff, man outdoors putting on his hat, man wearing hat looking
around, man wearing hat and scarf, man dressed as woman, woman
behind jail bars, two men putting on fake beards, man outdoors
taking blanket from over his face, man sitting on bed laughing,
man yawning while sitting in corner of boxing ring, man with hair
sticking up
1X45 -3-

07:16:38
-07:16:41

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
old man wearing uniform with contorted face

[also below
07:19:35-07:19:58]

man moving glass of wine up and down, shocked man next to branch,
woman in pirate? costume with other people behind her, man being
lowered with noose around his neck, Ben Turpin, man with beard
behind curtain, man with bushy beard taking off his hat and looking
up, man staring, eyes of man, man with pipe in his mouth, valet
leaving room, lion growling, woman, man in uniform sitting on chair,
angry inmate behind bars, growling lion, monkeys, horse moving
it’s lips, men wearing tuxedos, oriental man with cigarette, ostrich,
man wearing top hat with body of water behind him, man in canoe,
head of man coming out of water
07:18:49
-07:18:51

wild man in jungle with staring ape behind him

[also on 1X48
01:13:41-01:13:44]

07:18:52
-07:19:01

views of Larry Semon on chair being lifted up through ceiling and
ending up at table of couple at dinner, man at table lifting up plate
cover and seeing Semon’s head in middle of dish, man hitting
Semon with plate and knocking him back down

[also on 1X48
01:20:17-01:20:26]

07:19:03
-07:19:27

young man wearing business suit looking perplexed and then angry,
man in turban throwing axes at young man holding candle and glass
of water, CS face of scared young man, vase being shot off his head

[also on 1X48
01:13:44-01:14:07]

07:19:29

man wearing turban putting on screwy eye glasses and then raising
rifle, man holding glass with vase on his head, man with turban raising
rifle without wearing eyeglasses, man wearing top hat, views of
perplexed man wearing hat, man wearing crown

07:19:45
-07:19:58

old man in uniform with contorted face

07:20:01

woman, cowgirl wearing hat looking around with horses in background,
woman in dress, woman with hands behind her head, anxious woman
wearing hat, views of woman hiding behind branches of trees and
looking anxiously, woman on boat raising her arms, woman turning her
head, pleading woman, woman wearing elaborate hat in restaurant,
woman with band of flowers on her head, woman raising her arm,
man, woman waving, bride with two men in background, woman
with hands on her waist, man dressed as woman flirting, woman
holding necklace around her neck, woman outdoors with necklace
about to cry, woman sitting at desk with hands on her head

[also above
07:16:38-07:16:41]

1X45 -407:21:58

girl overeating spaghetti

[also on 1X48

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
-07:22:05

07:22:06
-07:23:28

01:13:33-01:13:39]
[also on 1G02
03:04:39-03:04:53]

surprised woman, quick view of castle through window, man and
woman dressed in clothes from Middle Ages holding hands over table
with board game, man with sword and woman dressed in clothes from
Middle Ages, “It Shall Be Done As You Wish My Child!” - man speaking
into ear of woman laying on bed with nun standing behind them,
woman smiling in mist of fruit tree, woman coming in through door,
woman in striped dress under umbrella, woman walking onto stage,
fat woman carrying tennis racket walking onto stage, man dressed
as woman flirting with another man wearing scarf, woman with fist
in front of her face, frantic woman holding onto pole, woman washing
baby in basin, Mickey Rooney as Mickey McGuire with cigar in his
mouth riding in carriage, boy wearing eyeglasses, Mickey with cigar
in his mouth <feature clips>

680-5-11
07:23:57 1) views of popcorn eating contest with children on Howdy Dowdy
-07:27:01 Show with Buffalo Bob (late 1940s - early 1950s)

(N) Newsreels:
Telenews Contests

07:27:04 2) views of women and men helping each other exercise on beach
-07:27:39

(N) Gags: Reducing
[also on 1A25
15:28:45-15:29:31]
[also on 1A22/23
01:21:20-01:22:07]

07:27:40 3) views of women wrestling action in ring with referee raising arm
-07:28:36 of winner (1949)

(N) Newsreels:
Telenews Wk. Vol.
3 #11

07:28:40 4) kick boxing - views of women and men training, fat man training,
-07:29:15 views of match with two men in ring, CS man in crowd applauding
by tapping his hand on back of his wrist

(N) Sports
1X45 -5-

07:28:19 5) “California Climate Responsible For This? - Santa Rosa - Here’s A
-07:30:15 Town With Fifty Pairs Of Twins, Young, Old And In Between”

(N) Twins

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
- PAN across fifty pairs of twins posing, CS twin girls, MCS
twin girls and man with long white beard standing behind them,
CS twin boys wearing bow ties, MCS twin girls holding identical
looking Collie? dogs, twins and other people including women and
man carrying babies while walking down outdoor stairs with crowd
looking on [Kinograms]
07:30:20 6) “Football Isn’t Only Exciting Fall Sport” - views of crowd in
(N) Contests
-07:31:22 Illinois watching arrival of contestants in horse-drawn wagons,
some contestants posing, views of men in field picking corn, crowd
watching, “Walter Olsen - The Pride Of Knox County --- He’ The Red
Grange Of Corn Husking” - man shaking Olsen’s hand with score
board behind them, “Walter Husked 27.8 Bushels And Wins The
Prize” - MCS Olsen holding prize? and woman standing in front of
house (1928) [Kinograms]
07:31:26 7) “Sport For The Working Girl”
(N) Newsreels:
-07:32:28 - views of young women in outdoors exercise/dance class including
Telenews view of older woman/teacher hitting drum with mallet
Exercises
(late 1940s - early 1950s)
07:32:32 8) views of peddle boat ferry on body of water in Germany - man
-07:32:56 peddling, woman in bathing suit laying on deck, revolving wheel
at back of boat churning water with houses in background
(late 1940s - early 1950s)

(N) Newsreels:
Telenews
Invention

07:32:58 9) “Oddities In The News”
(N) Newsreels:
-07:33:36 - man showing off horizontal bicycle, views of man riding on bicycle
Telenews
along city streets peddling while laying face down
Inventions
(late 1940s - early 1950s)
07:33:39 10) views of man on water walking contraption in Germany
-07:34:23 (late 1940s - early 1950s)
07:34:26 11) Detroit - K. L. Morehouse getting into midget racing car,
-07:35:02 MCS engine, Morehouse driving car along street, Morehouse
racing against boy on scooter, views of Morehouse driving car
close to 100 miles an hour around race track [Kinograms]

(N) Newsreels:
Telenews
Inventions
(N) Auto: Miniature

1X45 -6680-12-1
07:35:30 1) views of animated rocket to moon and giant telescope

(S) Rockets

-07:41:49

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
<clips from German feature Das Weltraumschiff (=The Spaceship)>,
views of newspapers coming off printing press and man
gathering them up

[also see 1X46
21:25:32-21:32:18]

680-10-13
07:42:00 1) premiere of Grand Hotel (1932) - HA outside theater,
-07:43:44 TRUCKING shot from approaching auto of crowd and guests at
entrance, HA outside theater with revolving beam of light into sky
07:43:45
-07:45:28

unid. premier with some guests at microphone

(S) Motion Pictures:
Premiers
[no sound]
[also darker
transfer on 1M05
05:31:28-05:33:25/
05:25:29-05:27:47]

07:45:32 2) clips from The Rounders (1914) - Charlie Chaplin and Fatty
(S) Chaplin: Clips -17-07:47:35 Arbuckle getting up from floor of restaurant while drunk, Charlie
striking match off head of bald man and lighting cigarette, Fatty
sitting at table and taking table cloth to use as sheet and falling
asleep on chair, Charlie taking napkin from under man’s chin and
using it to blow his nose, Chaplin taking table cloth off of table
and using it as sheet while falling asleep on floor, Charlie and Fatty
fighting with people in restaurant then running out to street, crowd
from restaurant chasing them, Charley and Fatty taking boat and
laying inside and going to sleep, boat gradually filling with water
with Charlie and Fatty being fully submerged with only Fatty’s hat
remaining on top of water (poor image quality)
07:47:39 3) views of eight women models walking along edge of large
(S) Fashion: Women’s
-07:49:53 swimming pool then posing wearing fashionable swimming suits
1950s
and dresses, MCS man wearing eyeglasses and hearing aid, CS
PAN across heads of models turning their heads, CS man wearing
goofy wig and eyeglasses with big fake eyes, same eight models
posing and walking along edge of swimming pool all wearing one
piece swimming suits, MCS man with hearing aid pointing his finger
with water from swimming pool behind him
07:49:57 4) woman then fat woman then African-American boy and girl riding
-07:50:47 on vibrating bucking electric horses

(S) Gags: Reducing
[also more complete
on 1X48
01:08:24-01:09:45]
1X45 -7-

07:50:49 5) woman having her hair styled with other women looking on, “The
-07:51:35 Double Chin Shrinker” - views of two women having their chins
and faces rubbed by machine, “Duotone Effect...” - man combing
woman’s hair, woman turning her head to show off her hair style,

(S) Fashion: Beauty
Parlor
[partially also
on 1X48

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
man disconnecting many heating tubes from locks of another
woman’s hair, views of man working further on her hair, another
woman turning her head to show off her hair style [Kinograms]

01:28:12-01:28:30]

07:51:37 6) views of man, many women and man dressed as woman climbing
-07:52:18 over fence in park, MCS man dressed as woman talking to man
with mustache and wearing eyeglasses (pre 1916)

(S) Chase Seq.:
Primitive
[silent]
[also see better
copy on 2X02
11:33:53-11:35:49&
11:27:33-11:28:37]

07:52:21 7) MCS secretary at large rounded desk moving around on modern
-07:52:59 swivel office chair, CSs legs of woman moving back and forth and
around on swivel apparatus

(S) Working: Women Office 1950s

07:53:01 8) group of women sitting and standing while posing and laughing,
(S) Fashion: Women’s
-07:53:26 “Hollywood” - woman turning head to show off her hair style,
1928
another woman sitting and looking into mirror and combing her hair,
“Peacock” - another woman showing off her hair style , “The Lindy –
This One Even Has A Propeller” - another woman showing off her
hair style [Kinograms]
07:53:29 9) various early flying contraptions not getting off the ground
-07:53:56

07:54:01 10) premier of Salome - still photographers with flashes from cameras
-07:54:22 going off, crowd waving behind police barrier, views of Rita
Hayworth fighting her way through crowd to enter Rivoli Theater,
MS marquee with crowd underneath and car crossing in foreground
(1953)

(S) Aviation:
Failures
[also see below
08:19:47-08:20:12]
(S) Motion Pictures:
Premiers
[also see 1P08
17:53:52-17:55:14]
[also see 1G03
06:31:40-06:31:44]

07:54:25 11) head of woman sticking our of cabinet in steam room, man outside (S) Gags: Reducing
-07:54:39 room turning valve, pointer on meter moving quickly to maximum
reading, cabinet containing woman exploding knocking down man
outside room <feature clip>
1X45 -807:54:42 12) auto along road passing over camera lens, POV from auto
-07:54:52 speeding along winding road, views of men in front seat fighting
with woman driving auto, frightened woman realizing auto is out
of control, auto at edge of cliff <feature clip>

(S) Gags: Auto

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.

07:54:56 13) various clips - Chaplin and man carrying pitch fork coming out
(S) Chaplin Clips -3-07:58:12 of house, man giving pitch fork to Chaplin who then accidentally
sticks him in his foot and then hits him on his head with other
end of pitch fork / Chaplin laying passed out on ground being
picked up and led away by two men on their shoulders / Chaplin
as tramp walking away along lonesome road / Edna Purviance
and Chaplin sitting at table with Edna reading from magazine
and Chaplin smoking cigarette and refreshing his drink from
seltzer bottle <from The Tramp (1915)> / views of family running
along street, family approaching movie theater with people standing
in line, family entering auditorium with audience, audience watching
film on screen with Chaplin throwing soup at Mack Swain then both
hitting each other / Chaplin taking knife from man and sticking it
into his rear end / Mabel Normand hitting Chaplin on his head with
board then Chaplin pushing her face and Mabel falling to floor,
Chaplin walking out door and feeling his head on porch <from
His Trysting Place (1914)> / Chaplin and man hiccuping while
sitting on ship, Chaplin and others trying to eat at table with motion
of ship shifting back and forth, Chaplin and others standing behind
rope as officials are setting up table, Chaplin on deck of ship swaying
back and forth with seasick men in background leaning over edge
of ship <from The Immigrant (1917)> / views of policeman behind
Chaplin as escaped convict dressed in striped suit throwing stones
over cliff at other policemen, Chaplin being chased on road by
policemen <from The Adventurer (1917) / Chaplin opening a trunk
filled with liquor bottles and taking out top hat, Chaplin closing
trunk and catching long beard of man standing behind trunk, people
dancing in living room, Chaplin inside revolving door with Eric
Campbell’s bandaged foot stuck in door, another man entering door
and releasing Campbell’s foot, Campbell pushing Chaplin back into
door and he and other man entering door and the three of them
revolving around together <from The Cure (1917) / Eric Campbell
kneeling down to measure woman for making of dress, Chaplin
approaching <from The Count (1916)>
1X45 -9680-15-1
07:58:33 1) views of launching of rocket, AERIAL of observatory, interior
-08:07:30 with telescope being opened, views of clusters of stars in galaxy,
rocket flying with exhaust, POV from space approaching earth,
view from rocket circling earth?, views of early 3 masted sailing

(S) Rockets: Space,
Jet Sled - Comp
[also on 1A07
04:24:29-04:33:44]

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
ship, AERIALS of observatory on mountain, interior view of
telescope opening, views of man climbing up and looking through
telescope and seeing clusters of stars in galaxy, views of jet airplanes
flying, G-Force effect shown with CS of folds of man’s face in jet
sled, jet taking off, views of men in protective suits doing maintenance
on rocket, views of men in control room with man wearing headphone
at control panel and men inspecting graph made by machine, views of
launching of rocket, views of launching of rocket from ship, AERIAL
rescue ship in icy waters, parachute from rocket falling to earth, views
of men in centrifugal force machine being monitored, jet sled taking off,
CS distortion of man’s face in jet sled, views of radar tower, man
operating machine, wave signals on scope of detection meter with label:
“1946”, diagram of rays from earth to moon, still of surface of moon,
model of rocket sitting on floor in front of stairs, views of woman putting
mice into cone? of rocket, monkeys in cage, views of monkey being put
rocket and shot into outer space, CSs mice in container in outer space,
views of men recovering monkey in capsule on ground, CS monkey
eating, rockets taking off, men looking at take off through panel
windows, stars in galaxy

1X45 -10680-1-25
08:08:31 1) women and children on side of street watching and applauding,
girl on model airplane on float waving, baby crying while laying
on float
08:08:45

CS three babies laying in crib with one drinking from bottle and the

(S) Beach: Mixed
Scenes - Pre 1935
[section]

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
-08:08:48

other two sleeping

08:08:48

men in costumes walking in front of queen in carriage, baby being put
into float with sign: “Fine Wines Ales Beer” then baby falling down
AERIALS along beach at Atlantic City?, various beach scenes, views
of many people at tables near beach

08:09:05
08:10:57
-08:11:45

people in swimming suits splashing and playing in water near pier
with dog and women in long dresses (ca. 1900)

08:11:49

“...Beach Pageant - Atlantic City - Big Crowds...As King Of The
Sea And His Court Of Beauty Open Fete” - floats on water, floats
at pier, bathing beauties dancing, HA parade, MS floats by camera,
CSs Miss Chicago, another contestant and Miss Los Angeles on floats,
HA parade with floats, MCSs contestants, MCS King Neptune and
“Queen of the Sea”, HA parade with contestant on model of elephant
on float, CS Miss New York (1920s) [Kinograms]

08:12:42

“...Swimmer Captures Atlantic City Derby - Alfred Erickson, Giant
Plasterer, ...15-Mile Swim In Heavy Seas...Gruelling Contest Against
46” - swimmers being rubbed all over with grease, swimmers entering
ocean, crowd on pier watching with U.S. flag flying, views of swimmers
and people along side in row boats, views of Erickson being held
up and fed liquid from bottle (1920s) [Kinograms],
HA crowded boardwalk

-08:13:38

08:13:47 2) various views of Teddy Roosevelt speaking
-08:14:44

[also on 1A25
15:03:03-15:04:07]

(S) Roosevelt, Teddy
-4- Pos
[silent]

08:14:49 3) Venice, California? - views of contestants in bathing suits along
(S) Contests: Beauty
-08:15:45 outdoor runway with some wearing sashes: “Egyptian Ballroom”,
(1926)
“Palace Ballroom”, “Miss Long Beach”, “Venice”, “Miss California”,
“Miss Ocean Park”, PAN across line of contestants posing, winners
posing with trophies, “Evelyn Hunt, First Prize” - CS woman
holding two trophies and rose, crowd watching, various angles
of contestants walking by lens of camera, contestants lining up,
waving to lens of camera, MCS contestant with winner’s cup
1X45 -1108:15:48 4) “...So Quite A Ship - The Chicago, Uncle Sam’s New $11,100,000
-08:16:44 Cruiser, Is Sent Down The Ways At Mare Is. Navy Yard, Cal.”
- views of christening of ship including ship sliding into water,
large U.S. flag (1921) [Kinograms]

(S) Ships: Launching

08:16:47 5) “And Here You See The Launching At Mare Island, California, Of
-08:18:09 A Ship Of Ships – The New Superdreadnaught California” - U.S.

(S) Ships: Launching

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
flags draped over large ship, men pounding in unison, CS woman
breaking bottle of champagne on ship, crowd watching ship sliding
into water, people on board as ship slides into water, OVERHEAD
view of crowd around empty rails, ship in water (1919)
08:18:13 6) Keystone Kops sequence from Her Torpedoed Love - man being
(S) OM 108
-08:19:04 pushed into auto in garage, man leaving bedroom through window,
man walking along ledge, woman in bed waking up, man with long
beard pulling policeman with auto in background, woman through
window into room with man tied up next to ignited fuse leading
to barrel of gun powder, auto bumping over and over into garage
door, woman pushing barrel of gun powder out window, auto
crashing out of garage door, barrel of gun powder falling to ground
and rolling down street, woman untying man, man running after auto
along street and jumping into moving auto, Kops in patrol auto backing
up and almost falling off cliff, some Kops hanging for dear life from
back of auto hanging over edge of cliff, patrol auto going forward away
from cliff, patrol auto along road, auto along road, barrel following
auto along road, woman and man leaving room, auto crashing into
building releasing much smoke, woman and man, auto stuck on side
of road, barrel of gun powder rolling under auto and exploding
causing auto to disappear, man and woman and Kops in patrol auto
looking up at people flying on top of auto after explosion, Kops along
street chasing and firing pistols at people flying over houses, men on
top of auto falling off and landing on Kops in patrol auto, Kops
fighting in auto with men, man on street with woman
08:19:08 7) “Every Wax Figure Will Now Be Perfect - New York (S) Contests: Beauty
-08:19:44 Hosiery Men Stage Contest In Search For Perfect Legs For Shop
Window Models” - five women in short dresses lined up with male
judges at table looking on, MCS judges sitting at a table with trophy
on top, women sitting in row on chairs and lifting their legs in unison,
four finalists posing while turning around for judges, “Ethel Dale Of
New York Adjudged The Winner - Ankle 7 ¼ Inches, Calf 12 Inches,
Knee 13 ¼ Inches, Thigh 20 Inches” - Ethel Dale receiving trophy from
judges and curtsying, CS winner lifting up her dress to reveal here legs,
winner seated on bench resting head on her folded legs
(1926) [Kinograms]
1X45 -1208:19:47 8) various early flying contraptions including man pedaling bicycle
-08:20:12 type contraption and bird man jumping off rock

(S) Aviation:
Failures
[also see above
07:53:29-07:53:56]

08:20:16 9) football - interception and 95 yard run back along sideline
08:20:31
small airplane (“Opel -Sander Rar”) with space for only pilot
landing in field, CS pilot getting into cockpit, airplane taking off

(S) Compilations:
Can #2

-08:20:49

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
with much smoke coming out from rear (1920)

08:20:53 10) views of contraption (“The Gray Goose”) with elaborate wings
-08:21:25 attached to motorcycle flapping and trying to take off

(S) Aviation:
Failures

08:21:28 11) views of Fraulein Van Lier of Vienna putting on white jacket
-08:21:54 and laying on street behind small ramp then five autos driving
over her with crowd watching [Pathe Review]

(S) Stunts: Strength

08:21:57 12) views of Charleston dance contest with winners receiving
trophies
08:22:16
many couples with identifying sashes on their backs dancing
down street behind line of policemen
08:22:26
five couples remaining in dance marathon
-08:22:29

(S) Dance: Marathon -2[also see 1L01
01:30:26-01:30:36]

08:22:32 13) view from top of building of traffic on street below, man lifting
-08:22:53 woman in costume over his head with woman spreading her legs
then setting her down while on top of Paramount Building with
view of street down below then man waving down to street,
Kinograms logo: “Kinograms - The News Reel Built Like A
Newspaper” [Kinograms]

(S) Stunts: Height
[also on 1G03
06:28:43-06:28:56]

08:22:56 14) U.S. flag being raised up flagpole with man hanging on top
-08:23:13 [Kinograms]

(S) Stunts: Height

08:23:15 15) primitive peddle contraption with wings
-08:23:17

(S) Aviation:
Failures

08:23:21 16) F. D. Roosevelt speaking into WCAO microphones with
-08:23:30 audience behind him and smiling at something he has said

(S) Roosevelt, F. D. Speeches
[no sound]

08:23:34 17) views of men attempting to fly early cranking helicopter
-08:23:56 [Selznick News]

(S) Aviation:
Failures
1X45 -13-

08:23:59 18) party in living room - man cracking ice, woman opening box of
-08:24:32 flowers and man playing accordion and people dancing
<feature clip>

(S) Parties: Jazz Age
[also see 1X44
04:24:25-04:24:41]
[also see 1X47
22:00:10-22:00:27]

08:24:36 19) MCS sweating African-American trombone player wiping brow
-08:24:42 while playing

(S) Music: Jazz

08:24:45 20) CS PAN up and down woman’s legs with prize ribbon around

(S) Contests: Beauty

-08:25:06

JOHN E. ALLEN, INC.
her calf and mirror behind her

08:25:09 21) quick view of two soldiers with rifles, views of people racing in
-08:25:25 horse-drawn wagons and on horses across prairie, front view of
man and woman riding in covered wagon

(S) Western Seq.:
Landrush

08:25:28 22) man singing and playing banjo next to flapper dancing
-08:25:35

(S) Flappers

08:25:39 23) CU man’s “Eyes In Daylight”, autos going by sign: “Slow” at
-08:26:00 night, CU man’s “Eyes In Darkness” with his pupils getting larger

(S) Close-ups: Eyes

08:26:03 24) two men and woman fighting while running around tree,
-08:26:17 quick view of woman feeding birds <feature clip>

(S) Chase Seq.

08:26:21 25) eleven women jumping off of haystack as man tries to get onto
(S) Chase Seq.:
-08:26:43 haystack by climbing up ladder, women running along path, women
Primitive
jumping over fence (1900s)
[also 1 st shot on 1X48
01:30:28-01:30:39]
680-17-1
08:27:016 1) party sequence from Party Girl (1930) (with Douglas Fairbanks,
-08:33:57 Jr., Jeanette Loff) [A Halpern Production]
- police bringing patrol wagon up freight elevator and arresting
well dressed party goers

(N) Party Girl
MR-9
[no sound]

